
 

  

  THE MISCARRIAGE OF TRAGEDY

THROUGH THE PEN OF ROLF HOCHHUTH

by REINHOLD GRIMM

A couple of years ago, Rolf Hochhuth, best known for his plays
— notably, his controversial drama Der Stellvertreter pillorying Pope
Pius XII — presented himself as a critic and essayist for a change, though
not for the filst time. His Frankfin-ter Poetik-Vorlesungen bear the allusive
and significant title Die Geburt der Tragödie aux dem Krieg‘; hence,
Hochhuth made it abundantly clear at the outset that he is opposed
— in fact, as it turns out, adamantly opposed — to Friedrich Nietzsche’s
concept of the origin of tragedy: namely, the latter’s by now near pro-
verbial “from the Spirit of Music”. In Hochhuth’s opinion, what engen-
dered tragedy, drama, if not even literature as such, was indisputably the
fatal medley of politics and war.

Nonetheless, his title is misleading to some degree. Only his first
two chapters, or lectures, deal With tragedy and its emergence as well
as with drama at large; the remainder of his text, roughly two thirds,
is devoted to vastly different, indeed entirely disparate, matters, ideas,
and problems. The very headings of the following Chapters bespeak this
drastic switch most eloquently: to Wit, “Von Platon bis Vicky Baum” and
“Napoleons Nichte: Goethcs letzte Liebe”, both of Which are subtitled
“Reiz und Problematik der Memoiren, Tagebücher, Briefe” and are
rounded out by a seemingly enigmatic conclusion titled: “Anhur Miller
und Bismarck". No further elucidations are necessary, though, for Hoch-
huth does live up to what he promises, freewheelingly roaming about the
various (Western) epochs and literatures from antiquity to the present
and, in addition, amply Heating the hitherto unmentioned genre of
autobiography as well — iu point of fact, he labels it as « die natürlichste
aller literarischen Gattungen ».

Su]], a note an Napoleon's niece as Goethe’s last love might perhaps
be in order, since this heading clearly sounds no less cryptic than that
of Hochhuth’s conduding chapter, which of course also needs a brief
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comment. What the former refers to is a certain Countess Jenny [von]

Pappenheim, an illegitimate daughter of Napoleon’s brother Jerome,

the erstwhile King of Westphalia, plus the eighty-year-old Goethe’s

affection for her; however, what Hochhuth is primarily interested in, and

discusses at great length, is her enlightenìng autobiography, which had

for many decades been suppressed by her family unti] it could, at long

last, be published by her energetic granddaughter, the gifted writer and

influential socialist Lily Braun. Here as elsewhere, Hochhuth furiously

lashes out at any suchlike and similar practices.

The odd coupling, an the other hand, of a 20th-century American

playwright and a 19th-century German Chancellor, reveals itself as rather

simple and straightforward: all it boils down to is their mutual concern

about unemployment and its consequences as manifested in Miller’s

pieces Death o/ a Salexman of The American Clock and Bismarck’s

strikingly early attempt at passing a bill that would have guaranteed “Das

Recht auf Arbeit" but which unfortunately failed. In view of today’s thirty

million iobless in Europe, Hochhuth embarks on lengthy deliberations

and finally declares categorically that there exists no more burning issue,

and no more topical theme for a conscious dramatist, than precisely this

smoldering “Wirtschaftskrieg”.

As to the actual root of tragedy and of drama in general, the gist

of Hochhuth’s argument has already been indicated. I shall not go into

any details; suffice it to say that he, just like Nietzsche, situates the

origin of tragic art and theater in ancient Greece but, in contrast to him,

basically attributes it to three plays provoked, or allegedly provoked, by

the Persian Wars: namely, The Fall of Miletus (which is not extant) by

Phrynìchus, The Persian; by Aeschylus, and Antigone by Sophocles.

Whatever the author of Die Geburt der Tragödie aus dem Geiste der

Musik had once put forth is shrugged OH by Hochhuth as sheet nonsense

or, worse yet, as ìntentional misrepresentation and plain hypocrisy, and

that famous treatise as a whole is dubbed, quite wrongly and most

unkìndly, & mere “Wagnerwerbetext” for all Nietzsche’s scathing self-

criticism.

His fierce opponent then proceeds to list, and passionately to inter—

pret as political dramas, works such as Goethe’s somewhat neglected

“Trauerspiel" Clavigo; furthermore, Hochhuth recommends and even

sketches feasible modem wat tragedies derived, for example, from

Friedrich Schiller‘s ballad “Die Bürgschaft” or, indeed, from the biblical

story of David, Bathsheba, and Uriah (cf. 2 Sam. 11:2 ff.). And so
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on, most steadfastly, including an equally impassioned rejection of any
dramatic — and overall aesthetic — theorizing...

But enough! That which is now called for is a rigorous critical
assessment of Hochhuth’s ambitious “Frankfurter Poetik-Vorlesungen”.
After all, since this committed writer claims to lay bare so many shon—
comings, failures and mistakes, and more or less purposeful emissions,
it seems only meet and proper to expose at least a modicum of his own

deficiencies and defects. By the same token, incidentally, Hochhuth’s

prevalent egocentrism and remarkable conceit will come to the fore.

This is most blatantly the case where he boasts — “in Demut”, as
he inserts coquettishly — of having scored two of the meager three
lasting Broadway successes achieved, according to him, by pieces written
in German. Along with a play by Vicky Baum, his Der Stellvertreter
and his Churchill-play Soldaten have been, he assures us, « die drei

einzigen deutsch geschriebenen Dramen, die jemals Serienerfolge am
Broadway hatten ». What Hochhuth chose hlithely — and, I am afraid,

maliciously — to ignore, however, is the spectacular run of Bertolt
Brecht’s Dreigroxcbenoper from the mid—19505 onward. As Karl—Heinz
Schoeps laconically reports in his Brecht-monograph of 1977: « The
Three Penny Opera became one of the most successful productions
ever staged in New York City; it ran for six years, from 1954 to 1961,

and reached a total of 2,611 performances ».

No less patently incorrect, to put it mildly, is the hold Hochhuthian

statement according to Which the entire Third World has never again
appeared on the German stage since Gerhart Hauptmann’s Montezu-

ma»p1ay Der weiße Heiland Which was published in 1920, the only two
exceptions being, supposedly, Vietnam Diskurs by Peter Weiss and,

needless to say, a piece by Hochhuth himself (namely, his melodrama
Guerilla). Yet, what must immediately come to mind is not just one
pertinent play but a whole foursome thereof: to wit, Gemng vom Lusi-
tanixcben Popanz (on Portuguese colonialism in Angola) by the selfsame
Peter Weiss, Der Auftrag (on slavery in Jamaica and what it entailed) by
Heiner Müller, Guevara oder Der Sonnenstaat (on the Argentine-Cuban

revolutionary in Bolivia) by Volker Braun, and, last but not least, the

documentary Das Verbör von Habana (on the abortive Bay of Pigs
invasion and its hidden motiva) by Hans Magnus Enzensberger.

That major failures or blunders of this kind cannot but amuse
suspicion and doubts — though not necessarily concerning Hochhuth’s
finds, discoveries, and observations but rather some of his results and,

above all, his inferences — ought to go without saying. And there occur,
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as might be expected, minor mistakes and errors as well. For instance,
Hochhuth makes verbose complaints about the alleged and so shameful
negligence by Germany of Erich Maria Remarque, the author of Im
Westen nichts Neues and « der weitaus meistgelesene Deutsche des
ganzen 20. Jahrhunderts»; however, what the lecturing zealot doesn't
know — or, perhaps, doesn’t want to acknowledge — is the undeniable
fact that an impressive “Erich Maria Remarque Zentrum" has been

established in the renowned writer’s own hometown, Osnabrück.

I shall confine myself to adducing but one additional minor example
in order to illustrate Hochhuth’s unreliability — although, to be sure,
there would be more. Namely, another great and worldwide successful
author from the German—speaking community, the Austrian Stefan
Zweig, quite certainly did not write (as Hochhuth persists repeatedly)
his autobiography Die Welt von Gextem «[von] 1941 bis 1943 in

Argentinien »; instead, he composed it in Brazil, where he lived in the

mountainous city of Petropolis and, in utter despair, committed suicide
on 21 February 1942 (!). As regards “Argentinien", moreover, it is true

that Zweig once did go on a short lecture tour of a couple of weeks to
both Argentina and Uruguay, and also did once board & ship named
Argentina though sailing, ironically enough, not for Buenos Aires but for

Rio de Janeiro (cf. Donald A. Prater’s Zweig biography European af
Yeyterday, which dates from 1972). Printer’s errors, on the other hand,

are astonishingly scarce in Hochhuth’s volume, to mention this unusual

feat in passing; at any rate, I Spotted merely a few. One of them, however,
proves to be a veritable howler in that it states the playwright Haupt—
mann found the basis for his dramatic output With none other than
Brahms, alongside Max Reinhardt. Of course, the worthy in question
is not the composer Johannes Brahms but the most prominent stage

director of German Naturalism, Otto Brahm. And so on and so forth

once more.

T0 conclude, then: Rolf Hochhuth’s pages make a fairly good

reading, granted, at least in an anecdotal sense, and despite his agitated,
indeed hectic, style and constant scoffing and jeeting at literary critics and
scholars, and at Germanists in particular, his favorite scapegoats beside,
most surely, the host of German theater directors and that czar of literary

criticism in Germany, Marcel Reicthanicki (who, by the way, does
deserve a whipping). All the same, an attentive reader cannot help having
certain misgivings about this text. As Hochhuth himself confesses at the
very beginning, he “greatly lacks objectivity” and, as an “autodidact” of
sons, “always” tends “to exaggerate”. And he is, alas, so right. His five
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excasive lectures reveal themselves, every so often, as Wholly subjective,
redundantly 'msistent, and altogether lopsided or, indeed, simplistic; from
start to finish, and zigzaging, as it were, between his countless gleanings
from countless books, he untiringly wallows in superlativa, sweep'mg
generalizations, and idiosyncratic judgments; thus, as a matter of fact, his
heterogeneous remarks and exclamations must needs strike, at times,

even the most good-humored recipient as nothing but & motley of mere
fait; diverx.

Conversely, though, I hasten to add that Hochhuth’s pages also
contain many interesting, novel, and valuable insights as well as felicitous
and apt formulations. Still, that Which constitutes their most redee-

ming quality is, or so it seems to me, the moral stance of their author:

Hochhuth's unswerving commitment to freedom of human choice and
decision (“Freiheit der Entscheidung”), for Without it, as he firmly

decrees, no dispute or conflict (“Auseinandersetzung”) can be truly
dramatic, let alone magic…

But his book as a whole constitutes, even apart from his attack on

Nietzsche, a miscarriage all the same.
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